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ABSTRACT

This paper presents two new methods for robust para�
meter estimation of mixtures in the context of MR data
segmentation� The head is constituted of di�erent ty�
pes of tissue that can be modeled by a �nite mixture
of multivariate Gaussian distributions� Our goal is to
estimate accurately the statistics of desired tissues in
presence of other ones of lesser interest� These latter
can be considered as outliers and can severely bias the
estimates of the former� For this purpose� we introduce a
�rst method� which is an extension of the EM�algorithm�
that estimates parameters of Gaussian mixtures but in�
corporates an outlier rejection scheme which allows to
compute the properties of the desired tissues in presence
of atypical data� The second method is based on gene�
tic algorithms and is well suited for estimating the pa�
rameters of mixtures of di�erent kind of distributions�
Experiments on synthetic and real MR data show that
accurate estimates of the gray and white matters para�
meters are computed�

� INTRODUCTION

Since more than two decades� medical radiology has de�
veloped imaging techniques to observe the inside of the
human body� These techniques include today Magne�
tic Resonance Imaging �MRI�� Computer Tomography
�CT�� echography and isotropic imaging methods� In
this context� segmentation based volume representation
of organs and their pathology allows a better analysis of
lesions and better information exchange between phy�
sicians� in particular between radiologists and surgeons
for the planning of various surgeries�
The aim of this study is to introduce new robust

parameter estimation schemes of a mixture of normal
components by using genetic algorithms �	
 or by me�
ans of a modi�ed version of the standard EM algorithm
��
� Our goal is to estimate accurately the statistics of
the gray and white matters which are most of the time
modeled by such a mixture in the relevant literature
��� 
� We will take into account the presence of surro�
unding tissues� which can be considered as outliers to
mixture components� In order to robustify the estima�

tion scheme� we propose to add a class of noise with a
uniform distribution to the mixture of normal compo�
nents� The proposed algorithm increases the stability
of the estimation process with respect to the number of
classes and guarantees convergence for di�erent initial
settings� In the sequel� we consider only T��weighted
images but the algorithms can easily be extended to
support the multi�spectral nature of MR images�

� ROBUST EM

In the case of �nite mixture models� each data xi is assu�
med to be drawn from a mixture of a �nite number c of
components G�� � � � � Gc in some proportions ��� � � � � �c�
For modeling the di�erent tissues of the brain� we con�
sider that the data are drawn from c Gaussian compo�
nents� Such a model can handle pure tissues but also
mixed tissues �partial volume e�ects ��� 
�� Because of
the limited resolution of MR images and because of the
complexity of tissue boundaries� many voxels contain a
mixture of tissues� The mixture model is expressed as
follows�

p�xi j �� �
cX

k��

�kpk�xi j �k� �	�

where � � ��t��t�t � ���� � � � � �c� �t�� � � � � �
t
c�
t is the ve�

ctor of all unknown parameters and �k is the proportion
of each component Gk� where

Pc

k�� �k � 	 and �k � ��
In the particular case of normal component densities�
pk�xi j �k� is expressed by

pk�xi j �k� � 	p
���k

exp �� 	

���k
�xi � �k�

�� ���

Assuming that the observations xi are independent� the
problem is to estimate the di�erent parameters of the
mixture� The standard way to do this is to minimize
the log�likelihood function

L��� �
nX
i��

log
cX

k��

�kpk�xi j �k� ���



derived from Eq� �	�� using the so�called EM algorithm
��
�
In many practical situations� a fraction of data does

not belong to any of the c components Gk and thus does
not �t to the mixture� Such observations can strongly
bias the estimation of the parameters � and need to be
given reduced weight in the estimation process� Here�
we propose to relax this problem by adding a class of
noise to the mixture� For this purpose� we add a new
component in the mixture� sayG�� that approximatively
models the atypical observations� We assume that the
outliers are drawn from a uniform distribution p�� Thus�
in this case� the mixture model becomes

p�xi j �� �
cX

k��

�kpk�xi j �k� � ��p� ��

where � � ���� �
t�t is the vector of all unknown parame�

ters� Substituting Eq� �� to Eq� �	� yields a modi�ed
log�likelihood function

Ln��� �
nX
i��

log

�
cX

k��

�kpk�xi j �k� � ��p�

�
���

to be minimized�
The e�ect of adding a class of noise can be understood

intuitively as follows� Suppose that xi is an observation
atypical of the mixture� In this case� we have p�xi j �� �
� and the contribution of the observation xi to the log�
likelihood function is high since log�p�xi j ��� � ���
In the case of normal mixtures� we try to minimize �
log of the likelihood function� Thus it is easy to see
that each outlier will tend to increase the negative log�
likelihood function by a large amount� This e�ect is
much reduced when adding a class of noise� In this case
p�xi j �� � ��p�� which reduces the e�ect of the outliers
on the negative log�likelihood function�
Addition of G� to the mixture modi�es only the E

step in the EM algorithm� namely the computation of
the local probabilities hki that point xi belongs to class
Gk� Unfortunately� we observed in experiments that this
modi�cation greatly impaired the convergence behavior�
The maximization of Ln��� ��� is in consequence taken
care of by the genetic algorithm �see Section ��� Ho�
wever� we obtain an EM solution� called EM�N� to the
maximization problem of Ln��� in the binary case where
an observation xi either belongs to the component G� or
to the mixture composed of the G�� � � � � Gc normal com�
ponents� It means that the values of h�i will be equal to
	 if xi � G� and hki � � for k � 	� � � � � c� In the binary
case� we thus need to de�ne an outlier rejection scheme
where each outlier fully belongs to the class of noise�
For detecting the outliers� in the case of Normal compo�
nents� we simply use the Mahalanobis distance dki and
decide that an observation is atypical of each component
Gk if dki 	 
� k � 	� � � � � c� where in the univariate case�

 can take values between 	 and ����

� GENETIC ALGORITHM

Genetic algorithms �GA� are a class of robust stochastic
search and optimization procedures based on the Dar�
winian theory of evolution� and whose basic principles
were �rst introduced by Holland in 	��� ��
� Since then�
they have been employed with success in a variety of
applications ranging from combinatorial optimization to
image enhancement� A GA typically consists of a po�
pulation of suitably encoded solutions �called chromo�
somes� to the problem at hand� an evaluation function
allowing to rank the solutions� operators permitting to
create new solutions starting from already existing ones�
and an evolution strategy in order to create successive
populations �i�e� generations�� A description of the GA
and of its operators �crossover and mutation� can be fo�
und in ��
� Here� We chose to use the scheme introduced
in ��
� that is� to consider as chromosomes the usual pa�
rameter vectors� and to adapt the operators of mutation
and crossover� Mutation must remain a mean for a po�
pulation to explore the parameter space� and crossover
must constitute a way to merge the good characteristics
of two chromosomes� This is why we de�ned mutation
of a chromosome �vd into a chromosome �va by�

�vd ��� �va � �vd � �� ���

where � is a random vector with independent Gaus�
sian components� whose variances must be appropriately
chosen� Crossover of two chromosomes �vf and �vm yiel�
ding a chromosome �vs can be de�ned in the following
way�

�vf � �vm ��� �vs � �	 � ��vf � �vm� ���

where  is a random variable uniformly distributed in
��� 	
�
We applied this type of GA to the estimation problem

at hand in two ways� First� minimization of the log�
likelihood de�ned by Eq� ��� and second� minimization
by a direct least�squares �t of the model density function
to the data histogram� Either of these two approaches
was successful� with only a few parameters to tune and
a good robustness with respect to initial conditions�
In order to di�erentiate between the di�erent estima�

tion schemes� we introduce the following acronyms� GA
for the genetic algorithm �Gaussian mixture only�� GA�
N with addition of the class of noise� HGA and HGA�N
for the same algorithms but applied to the histogram�

� EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA

In this section we will apply the EM and genetic algo�
rithms to synthetic data in order to show their e�ciency
to estimate the parameters of a normal mixture� In the
presence of outliers� the need of the modi�ed model with
a class of noise will be demonstrated� In the �rst row of
experiments� the parameters are estimated by minimi�
zing the log�likelihood function �Eq� ����� We have also



considered the approach �see for instance �
� consisting
in directly �tting a mixture model to the histogram of
the data set in a least�squares sense�
The di�erent parameters of the synthetic model are

set so as to approximate the characteristics of the real
data on which the parameter estimation schemes will be
applied� A typical set of data X� � fx��� x��� � � � � x�ng
contains n observations x�i drawn from a mixture of c
Gaussian components Gk with scalar means �k and va�
riances ��k� A percentage �� of outliers is substituted to
the normal observations� They are drawn from a uni�
form population with a range equal to double the range
the uncorrupted data set� We also consider a second set�
say X�� which is simply the histogram of X�� Here� we
set the parameters as follows �c � ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� �
���	� ���	� ����� ������ ���� ��� ��� � �	��� ���� ���� and
���� ��� ��� � ��� ��� ����
As observed in ��
� the convergence with the EM algo�

rithm is slow and is typically slowed by a poor choice of
����� It may be even the case that the sequence of esti�
mates ��k� diverges in cases where the likelihood is unbo�
unded on the edge of the parameter space� For the EM
schemes� we give initial estimates ���� and start by com�
puting the E step� The same strategy will be used for
the real MR data since we have some a priori knowledge
of the expected values of the parameters� The genetic
algorithm is somewhat less sensitive to the initial con�
ditions since one needs only to specify a range of values
for each parameter� The bounds for the di�erent para�
meters de�ne a convex space� called the acceptance do�
main� with the condition that the solution is element of
this space� In theory� the algorithm can escape from any
local minimum since at any mutation we add a Gaus�
sian perturbation which has an in�nite support� Here�
we chose the initial chromosomes so as to cover regu�
larly the acceptance domain� The GA guarantees that
at each iteration the values of the log�likelihood function
cannot increase�
Table 	 shows the estimates of the last two modes

obtained with the di�erent estimation schemes applied
����� data� The histogram of this mixture can be obser�
ved in Figure 	 �dotted line� together with the estima�
ted mixtures superimposed in solid line� For comparison
purposes� one of the initial chromosome of the GA algo�
rithmwas taken to be ����� Furthermore� the acceptance
domain was de�ned by the following boundary values�
�min � ��� �max � ���� �min � �� �max � ��� �min �
���� and �max � ����
As expected� the simple EM and GA estimation sche�

mes broke down� In case of the EM estimation� the third
Gaussian of the model was estimated to have excessive
mean and standard deviation� which is due to the fact
that it tried to approximate the class of noise� Thus�
the second Gaussian had to approximate two compo�
nents of the mixture �upper left of Figure 	�� Also� in
case of the GA� the means and standard deviations of
two components adjusted in such a way as to incorpo�

rate the outliers�

� �� �� �� �� �� ��

� ���� ���� ����� ����� ���� ����

���� ���� ���� 	���� ����� ���� 	���
EM ���	 ���� ���	 ���	 	�� ���	
EM�N ���� ��� �	��� ����� ���	 �	��

GA ���� ��	� ���	 ����� ���� ��
GA�N ���� ���� �	��� ����	 ���� ����
HGA ���� ���� �	��	 ����� ��� ����
HGA�N ���� ���� �	��� ����� ���� �	�	

Table 	� Comparison between the estimated parameters
for the di�erent estimation schemes in the case of c � �
normal components corrupted by a certain amount of
noise ��� � ��	��
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Figure 	� Histogram of the data obtained with the para�
meters of Table 	 �dotted line� and the results obtained
with the di�erent estimation schemes� The Gaussian
components are drawn in dashed line and the mixture
in solid line�

The EM�N� HGA� GA�N and HGA�N converged to
correct estimates� One should note that the GA�N and
HGA�N estimated accurately the class of noise whereas
the binary EM�N algorithm is somewhat weaker� Ho�
wever� this does not in�uence much the estimation of
the means and standard deviations�



� EXPERIMENTS ON MR DATA

We applied the robust estimation schemes to real MR
brain data for estimating the gray �GM� and white
�WM� matter statistics� Here� the set of data on which
the estimation is applied is obtained by performing a
crude segmentation �volume of interest �VOI�� of the
brain that includes mostly the GM and WM� This step
can be e�ectuated automatically by using some a priori

knowledge of the approximate position of the brain in
a subset of frames� This operation eliminates part of
the surrounding tissues of the brain but does not need
to be precise since robust estimations will be used hen�
ceforward� Robust estimation allows to skip a manual
segmentation of the brain as used in �
 for estimating
the GM and WM statistics�

We applied the di�erent estimation schemes to more
than 	�� sets of T��weighted MR data coming from
patients of ages ranging from �� to �� years� For il�
lustration purposes� �ve frames of one set were selected�
corresponding to about 		���� data points �within the
mask of the head�� Due to the low inter�frame variability
of MR brain data� this number of frames was deemed
su�cient to represent the global statistics of the GM and
WM� The di�erent estimation results are displayed in
Table � for c �  components� Figure � shows the mixtu�
res densities obtained with the EM�N� GA�N� HGA and
HGA�N schemes superimposed on the histogram applied
to the data set�

� �� �� �� ��

� ���� ����� ��� ����

���� ����� ���� ��� ����
EM�N ����� ��� ���� ��	

GA�N ����� ����� 	�� ���
HGA ����� ����	 ��� ���	
HGA�N ���� ���� ��� ���

Table �� Comparison between the estimated parameters
resulting from the estimation schemes applied on a sub�
set of � frames of a T��weighted MR data set with c � 
components� � are the parameters estimated within the
manually segmented masks of the GM and WM�

In order to compare the estimation results� we deter�
mined manually two masks corresponding to the GM
and the WM� within which we estimated the means and
standard deviations� These values do not represent exa�
ctly the actual statistics of the GM and WM since inter�
tissues boundaries are very irregular and not well de��
ned� Also� the partial volume e�ect is not taken into
account� However� these values are su�ciently well esti�
mated for comparison between the di�erent methods�

� CONCLUSION

In this paper� robust estimation schemes were introdu�
ced for estimating parameters of mixtures of Gaussian
components� These schemes allow to compute accurate
estimates of speci�c tissues from MR data� which are in
our case the statistics of the gray and white matters�
For all the 	�� data sets� we observed that the modes

of the histogram corresponding to the GM andWMwere
very well �tted� In addition� these estimation schemes
were incorporated into a ��D brain segmentation algo�
rithm� Visual inspection of the ��D results were found
very satisfactory by physicians� Also� from a quantita�
tive view point� the documented decrease of total brain
and GM volumes with age was e�ectively observed�
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Figure �� Estimation results obtained with the EM�N�
HGA� GA�N and HGA�N schemes � classes��
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